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Chapter 1891: Turning Into Sh*t 

 

When Zhang Tie released his realm of Infinite King Roc Sutra, he instantly covered all the fearless 

immortal generals below Two Blackblood Sages. 

It was Zhang Tie’s home field. In this realm, Zhang Tie was the real ruler. His will represented everything. 

Nobody could challenge his authority. 

Perhaps, unrivaled powerhouses like immortal emperors or demon emperors could fight Zhang Tie; 

however, this realm was destined to be the graveyard of Two Blackblood Sages and their subordinates. 

This realm was called Infernal Realm. 

Infernal Realm was said to be the Avici Hell, the bottom floor of 18-floor hell. Those being sent in 

Infernal Realm would never have a chance to get rid of it. 

Of course, the realm of Infinite King Roc Sutra was not a hell; however, the word “infernal” implied 

everything. 

It was the place where the imposing emperor-level secret method of Infinite King Roc Sutra was used to 

suppress all the enemies, bandits and various devils, ghosts and specters. 

The endless black ocean under the Infernal Realm was called Nether Ocean. The liquid in the Nether 

Ocean was called Xuan Water. Nobody below sage-level knights could get out of Xuan Water once falling 

inside. 

It was the blue sky above Nether Ocean. Blue sky was covered with cloud-like samsara flames. In an 

instant, it had become an ocean of samsara flames within millions of miles in the sky. n-/O𝓋𝑒𝑳𝑩1n 

Samsara flame was the most poisonous and ferocious flame in the world. 

According to the legends, King Roc ate dragons and snakes. It would eat one dragon king and 500 small 

dragons or big vipers. As King Roc survived on dragons and big vipers, it contained endless dragon’s 

toxin in its body. When the quantity of dragon’s toxin reached a degree, it would turn into a terrifying 

flame inside King Roc. When the dragon’s toxin took effect, it would burn the unrivaled King Roc into 

ashes except for its heart. 

King Roc survived on dragons and died of dragon’s toxin just like samsara. Therefore, the flame which 

could burn up King Roc was called Samsara Flame. 

Besides King Roc’s heart, nothing else could bear Samsara Flame, even Two Blackblood Sages... 

Standing in the air, Zhang Tie watched Saber Sage and Sword Sage dashing towards him while roaring 

and struggling in the black Samsara Flame. 

All the fearless immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace were struggling in the Nether Ocean in 

vain like those drowning in water. Their protective battle qi, bodies, spirits, wills and hopes were slowly 

frozen by Xuan Water. Finally, they all died and gradually become a part of Nether Ocean. 



Zhang Tie didn’t sympathize these people at all. Given what they had done, they deserved death for 100 

times. 

Two Blackblood Sages were still struggling and unwilling to perish this way. 

At this moment, a golden light rose from Saber Sage’s body. After forming a bizarre shield around 

Saber’s body, it shot in all directions and rotated, resisting Samsara Flame for the time being. 

At the same time, Sword Sage had put on a half set of immortal outfit. It only covered his upper body 

and prevented him from being burned into ashes in Samsara Flame. 

Saber Sage and Sword Sage used all of their skills to withstand the terrifying black flame in the 

surroundings as they flew towards Zhang Tie and intended to attack Zhang Tie. However, no matter how 

long they flew, they still couldn’t narrow the distance between them and Zhang Tie even a bit. Actually, 

when they were flying towards Zhang Tie, they found that the space beside them was retreating at the 

same speed. It was like rushing towards Zhang Tie on a conveyor belt which was moving as fast as them 

in the opposite direction. Even though Zhang Tie stood still, they still couldn’t narrow the distance 

between them and Zhang Tie. 

It was No Space, the first skill that Zhang Tie mastered in his sage-level realm of Infinite King Roc Sutra . 

In this realm, Zhang Tie had been able to control space to an unimaginable degree. It was also one of 

King Roc’s strengths for defeating everything else in the world. After promoting to a sage-level knight, 

Zhang Tie had been able to realize the first universal law——the rule of space. 

“Aiding strength of sage-level knight...” Zhang Tie was pretty shocked by the gold light over Saber Sage. 

He had not imagined that Saber Sage could realize the aiding strength of sage-level knight. This strength 

should be a powerful protective strength. If Sword Sage was not far away from Saber Sage, he might 

also be benefited by this aiding strength. 

Despite the aiding strength of Saber Sage and the half set of the immortal outfit of Sword Sage, Zhang 

Tie was still not afraid. As Zhang Tie moved his fingers, more and more Samsara Flame gathered around 

Two Blackblood Sages in the shape of dragon and snake as if they were alive. Only after a short while, 

the aiding strength of Saber Sage and the half set of the immortal outfit of Sword Sage had been 

dilapidated. The halos of aiding strength were shrinking constantly while the protective battle qi outside 

the immortal outfit was collapsing. The terrifying Samsara Flame was increasingly closer to their bodies. 

Being limited to his realm, Zhang Tie couldn’t give full play to the Samsara Flame. According to the elder 

in Infinite Immortal Prison, if he gave play to 1/10 of the total power of Samsara Flame, he could burn 

Six-Arm Demon Emperor into ashes in a split second. 

Even so, it also took Zhang Tie a few seconds to destroy the last fluke mind and hope of Two Blackblood 

Sages by this terrifying black flame. Like two animals in fire cages, Two Blackblood Sages just watched 

Zhang Tie from far away. Due to the long distance, they couldn’t hit Zhang Tie at all. Zhang Tie could 

burn Two Blackblood Sages into ashes in his terrifying realm like roasting ducks without even touching 

them... 

“If you’re a man, come here and fight me. If you want to defeat me by your realm, you’re just a 

coward!” Saber Sage roared as his eyes almost popped out of his eye sockets. At the same time, he 



brandished his long saber in the air and released saber lights, which crossed about 60 miles in an 

overwhelming manner. However, he still couldn’t hit Zhang Tie like before. No matter what, Zhang Tie 

was always far from him. Although he could see Zhang Tie, he couldn’t touch him. The terrifying black 

flame was still burning firmly regardless of his saber lights. 

In Zhang Tie’s eyes, Saber Sage was like a lunatic who lashed towards the air from afar. 

So was Sword Sage. Numerous wisps of powerful sword qi were circling around Sword Sage in the air. 

Sword Sage also wanted to break through the infinite Samsara Flame; however, he couldn’t make it. At 

this moment, intelligence and tricks became absolutely useless. 

Saber Sage and Sword Sage were both unwilling to face this result. 

As two supreme-level immortal generals who were only one step away from immortal emperors, of 

course, they were unwilling to die in this helpless and grieved way. After a few months, the core of 

Mountain Ruins would open. Additionally, they had already established Blackblood Immortal Palace in 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain. It seemed that the bright prospect was waving hands towards them; as 

long as they could drink Nine Heavens Immortal Spring, they would promote to immortal emperors 

smoothly... They both had many prospects and plans about the future of Blackblood Immortal Palace 

and wanted to leave a spectacular stroke in the history of Motian Realm. They had not been fed up with 

mellow drinks, beauties, prestige and social positions. 

However, if they couldn’t break through, they were doomed to be burned into ashes. 

They had already seen how those immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace were killed. Only 

after a short while, those subordinate immortal generals had been drowned in the black ocean. 

Besides unwillingness, Two Blackblood Sages only had infinite fear in their hearts. 

Zhang Tie was not even interested in the clamor of Saber Sage; because Saber Sage and Sword Sage 

were already dead in his eyes. He didn’t need to prove anything to two dead men. 

... 

Finally, a few minutes later, Sword Sage’s immortal outfit and protective battle qi were collapsed in the 

black Samsara Flame. In an instant, the terrifying black Samsara Flame had lit Sword Sage’s body under 

the neck. 

Once being touched by Samsara Flame, he had to die. Even Immortals couldn’t save Sword Sage. 

Sword Sage screamed aloud. However, only after a few seconds, his body had disappeared into the 

black Samsara Flame, not to mention uttering any voice. Two half sets of an immortal outfit, a long 

sword, two space-teleportation finger rings and a head with a flurried expression were floating at the 

place where Sword Sage was... 

Zhang Tie left these items on purpose. 

Only after 2 minutes, Saber Sage’s aiding strength and protective battle qi had been collapsed by the 

Samsara Flame, leaving almost the same things like that of Sword Sage. 

... 



Zhang Tie strode out of his realm in one step. When he reappeared in the hall, he was followed by the 

heads of Saber Sage and Sword Sage floating in the air. 

The tables, drinks and dishes were still where they were; however, all the immortal generals of 

Blackblood Immortal Palace had disappeared. Only those maids were looking around with puzzled looks. 

Most of them didn’t know what had happened. 

When Zhang Tie released his realm, besides Ying Yuhong who saw clearly what Zhang Tie did in his realm 

at a special location, all the others felt like entering a misty world, where they could see nothing at all; 

nor could they move. These women were in great panic. However, only after a short while, when they 

felt dazzled, they returned to the hall again. 

All the immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace had disappeared. The heads of powerful Two 

Blackblood Sages were floating in the air behind Zhang Tie. 

“Ah...” A maid screamed aloud in panic. At the same time, the entire hall was in chaos. 

“Wait here for people of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Nobody else could hurt you...” Zhang Tie left 

a sentence to Ying Yuhong. Closely after that, he punched out Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist as a 

berserk golden dragon flew out of his fist and broke the statues of Two Blackblood Sages. Then, it broke 

out of the roof of the hall and hovered in the air above Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, shocking the 

entire Dragonsea City with a growl. 

“Ah, Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist. His Majesty Dragon Emperor is coming back...” An elder exclaimed 

aloud due to excitement when he saw the strong qi of the berserk dragon hovering in the air above the 

original location of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

After seeing that huge dragon hovering in the air above Blackblood Immortal Palace, a group of lackeys 

of Blackblood Immortal Palace rushed towards the immortal palace immediately. However, when they 

arrived at the periphery of the immortal palace, they found the dragon-shaped punch qi charge at them, 

turning them into sh*t immediately. Closely after that, the huge dragon started to hover in the air above 

the immortal palace again... 

The punch qi of the Grand Dragon Emperor could linger around the immortal palace for 3 months. 

Zhang Tie’s punch could already match that of Grand Dragon Emperor’s in spirituality and power. 

Watching that scene, the entire Dragonsea City was in uproars... 

Zhang Tie then left Dragonsea City for Five Elements Immortal Palace incessantly as fast as a lightning 

bolt while unfolding his King Roc’s wings... 

... 

Chapter 1892: News 

 

Rapid footsteps reverberated in the corridor outside Qianji Agency. After hearing that, Guan Minjun, the 

president of Earthly Treasures Department who was on duty in Qianji Agency, knitted her brows. Closely 

after that, she moved her eyes away from the document unpleasantly. 



“Honglei, take a look outside who’s making such a loud noise. That’s too rude! It’s the hub of the 

immortal palace. How could it be so flurried?” 

Noticing that Guan Minjun was furious, her assistant bowed towards her and trotted out of Qianji 

Agency immediately. 

Seeing her assistant off, Guan Minjun didn’t want to review the document anymore. She put it down 

and looked outside through the window while heaving a deep sigh... 

It was a bright and beautiful spring day outside the window. She could smell a faint fragrance. Some 

little birds were chirping on the trees. The crape myrtle was in full blossoms. Additionally, there were 

some crimson twigs. At the sight of them, Guan Minjun felt relaxed. 

However, she didn’t feel good at all. As Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was in its tough period, the 

immortal generals of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace couldn’t feel pleasant or relax at all despite 

facing such a good scenery. 

Since Elder Wang Laisheng who was on duty in Qianji Agency was killed by Versatile Demon Emperor 7 

years ago in a sneak attack, none of the rest elders of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace were on duty in 

Qianji Agency anymore; because Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace couldn’t stand such a great loss 

anymore. 

As for the 7 elders of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, Xia Yangming and Shi Zhongyu were killed by 

Zhang Tie as they worked for Dark Emperor Immortal Palace. After Elder Wang Laisheng was killed, 

there were only 4 elders. It was hard for 4 fire immortal generals to support Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace. If another elder was killed, the morality of all the immortal generals of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace would be severely weakened. By then, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would fall 

apart completely. Therefore, from then on, the remaining four elders chose to cultivate independently 

and secretly; instead of being on duty in Qianji Agency anymore. Later on, only the presidents of the five 

major departments were on duty in Qianji Agency. 

Guan Minjun was on duty today. Given that Versatile Demon Emperor had raided Dragon Emperor City 

for three times, Guan Minjun always remained highly vigilant. She had captured the rapid footsteps 

from 2,000 m away. Therefore, she instantly assigned someone to stop it. 

Over these years, such rapid footsteps always implied bad news. They had even formed a conditional 

reflex. Once they heard such rapid footsteps, their hearts would palpitate once as they realized that 

something bad had happened? 

Soon after that, various gossips would spread over the Dragon Emperor City, making people flurried. 

‘Since when has Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace become so weak? How could I be shocked by such 

rapid footsteps of a messenger?’ 

Guan Minjun mocked herself. 

At the same time, Guan Minjun started to miss the vigorous scene facing Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace when Zhang Tie was here. Although some immortal generals and elders of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace doubted whether Zhang Tie was qualified to be the new Dragon Emperor, Guan Minjun 

was still one of the powers who supported Zhang Tie firmly. 



As the president of Earthly Treasures Department, Guan Minjun was in charge of the finance of Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace. She understood Zhang Tie’s value to the entire Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace much better than anyone else. On one hand, Zhang Tie had already acquired the secret skills of 

Grand Dragon Emperor; on the other hand, Zhang Tie could produce Dragon Emperor Medicament. 

Even though Zhang Tie was not an immortal general, Guan Minjun would also stand on his side. The 

reason was very simple. If Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was taken as a business group or boite, of 

course, the one being qualified to be the boss of the business group or boite should be the person who 

could afford his subordinates. Only such a person could maintain the cohesiveness of a business group 

or boite and further develop the business group or boite in case of bankruptcy. 

Besides Zhang Tie, nobody else in Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace could do it. 

Without Zhang Tie’s benevolence, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, which had been severely damaged, 

couldn’t sustain. 

Without Zhang Tie’s help, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would have long perished instead of 

maintaining this situation hardly in Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 

It was the greatest contribution that Zhang Tie had made to Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace; as for 

how Zhang Tie ascended to the throne of Dragon Emperor, it was not important. On that occasion, how 

could Zhang Tie enhance the cohesiveness of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace without any tricks? 

Even Guan Minjun felt that Zhang Tie’s performance of disguising as Grand Dragon Emperor was such 

wonderful. She admired Zhang Tie very much. She couldn’t think through how Zhang Tie made it. 

‘What if His Majesty has not died in Infinite Immortal Prison!’ 

Guan Minjun heaved a deep sigh. Closely after that, she knitted her brow again because the rapid 

footsteps became louder. Just now, only one person was trotting in the corridor; but now it seemed that 

her assistant was pulling someone’s arm and running towards Qianji Agency. 

Even though she didn’t walk out, Guan Minjun could also imagine the eye-catching situation outside the 

door. 

Without notice or asking for instruction, her assistant directly broke into the door while pulling the arm 

of a low-rank official in the uniform of Supervision Department. 

The two people looked pretty thrilled with red faces. It seemed that they had something important to 

report; instead of being flurried at all. Watching their expressions, Guan Minjun finally became a bit 

reassured. 

“Honglei, why are you so rude? How can you run outside?” Guan Minjun watched her assistant and 

denounced her. 

After taking in a deep breath, the assistant didn’t speak; instead, she just watched that official of 

Supervision Department who was quivering all over and oozing sweat heavily due to excitement. 

“President Guan, something big happened in Dragonsea City!” 

“Take easy. Go ahead!” Guan Minjun said calmly. 



“According to our agents in Dragonsea City, the missing His Majesty Dragon Emperor appeared in 

Dragonsea City. He killed Two Blackblood Sages and cleaned up all the bandit backbones of Blackblood 

Alliance in Dragonsea City...” 

“What?” Guan Minjun who denounced them just now instantly sprung up. She then asked her with an 

unbelievable look while giving out a shrewd light through her eyes, “Who appeared in Dragonsea City?” 

Two Dragon Emperors of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace were missing. One had been missing for over 

900 years; the other had been missing in Infinite Immortal Prison for a few years. After hearing that 

official’s words, Guan Minjun became dumbfounded at once. 

The official of the Supervision Department instantly realized it as she hurriedly made it clearer, “It’s His 

Majesty Zhang Tie. His Majesty Zhang Tie appeared in Dragonsea City and killed all the bandits and 

heads of Blackblood Alliance...” 

After hearing her words, Guan Minjun felt hot blood rushing straight to her scalp as if being struck by 

lightning. She slightly quivered once. “Is that intelligence reliable? Who saw His Majesty?” 

“The one who sent back the message was an agent that Supervision Department assigned in Dragonsea 

City. According to him, it was a maiden in the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Dragonsea 

City who recognized His Majesty. When that maiden followed Ying Zigui to Dragon Emperor City, she 

once saw His Majesty far away. She witnessed the whole process in the palace of Dragonsea City. She 

even had a brief talk with His Majesty. After killing those bandits of Blackblood Alliance, His Majesty left 

there, leaving an especially strong punch qi of Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist, causing the entire 

Dragonsea City chaotic...” 

“What about other cities that Blackblood Alliance has occupied?” 

“According to the agents of Supervision Department in those cities, some big cities occupied by 

Blackblood Alliance are already in turmoil and chaos...” 

Guan Minjun’s breasts undulated as she closed her eyes. After a short while, she opened her eyes with 

some calmness and intelligence in her eyes. She then delivered two orders consecutively, “Fetch 

Commander-in-Chief Huang and the other presidents of departments here. We’re going to negotiate 

with something vital. Additionally, assign immortal general scouts of the Military Department and 

Supervision Department to Dragonsea City and the other cities occupied by Blackblood Alliance to check 

whether the intelligence is true or not...” 

The current Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace couldn’t endure any hardships anymore. Although the 

intelligence was sent by an agent of the Supervision Department in Dragonsea City and Guan Minjun 

hoped this intelligence was true, she must take precautions against it. Two Blackblood Sages were 

always tricky and so many powers were casting greedy eyes on Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in the 

surroundings. What if it was a trap that Blackblood Alliance set for Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace? 

... 

Only after a short while, those presidents of the five departments and Huang Baimei who was in charge 

of Dragon Teeth Army had already gathered in Qianji Agency. 



Among the five presidents of the departments of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace that Zhang Tie 

appointed, as Tang Shenghou and Huo Xianlai stood on the side of Shi Zhongyu and Xia Yangming, they 

had been sentenced to death on the same year. Later on, two more were killed by Versatile Demon 

Emperor in three sneak attacks. Therefore, besides Guan Minjun the president of Earthly Treasures 

Department and Xue Zhongkai the president of Heavenly Craftsmanship Department, all the others were 

fresh. 

As for Huang Baimei, his face had become more wrinkled and tenacious after 7 years. He had completely 

lost his left arm, which witnessed the hardships that he had experienced in the past 7 years. 

Guan Minjun then exposed the intelligence to them. 

In the beginning, they were in hubbubs. After gradually recovering their composure, they also doubted 

that it was a trap. 

“I suggest waiting until our immortal general scouts send back intelligence from Dragonsea City. If it’s 

true, we will notice those elders...” Xue Zhongkai the president of Heavenly Craftsmanship Department 

said in an experienced and reserved way, “Additionally, if that man is His Majesty, why doesn’t His 

Majesty return to Dragon Emperor City or contact those elders first after getting out of Infinite Immortal 

Prison?” 

All the others nodded! 

When he heard this news, Huang Baimei’s eyes sparkled as his heart palpitated faintly due to 

excitement. However, at this moment, he had to admit that Xue Zhongkai’s method was safer. If 

Dragonsea City was indeed in great chaos and Zhang Tie had killed Two Blackblood Sages and left the 

strong punch qi of Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist in Dragonsea City, their immortal general scouts could 

definitely send back the news... 

... 

However, before these moguls of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace left there, they had heard rapid 

footsteps again from outside. According to this agent of Dragon Emperor Immortal, the base of Five 

Elements Immortal Palace in Heavenly Dragon City of Dragon Emperor Big Domain was suddenly raided 

by a powerhouse just now. One deputy president, three grand justices and over 50 immortal generals in 

Five Elements Immortal Palace were killed in a split second. The headquarters of Five Elements Immortal 

Palace in Heavenly Dragon City was destroyed. The attacker even left a powerful punch qi being similar 

to that of Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist. Heavenly Dragon City was already in chaos... 

... 

Closely after that, they received the third news... 

Yun Clan which transferred its battlefield to Dragon Emperor Big Domain from Nine Heavens Big Domain 

and occupied a large area of Dragon Emperor Big Domain in the north 7 years ago was raided and 

suffered great casualties. Yun Tianhao the grand owner of Yun Clan, also a well-known supreme-level 

immortal general in Motian Realm was punched into pieces by the attacker in the eyes of many people... 

... n)(𝓸./𝑽()𝔢-/𝓁//𝚋.)1(.n 



“His Majesty, His Majesty is back...” Huang Baimei sprung up at a stroke out of excitement... 

Chapter 1893: Meeting An Acquaintance 

 

In the following combats, Zhang Tie didn’t completely release his fury. Such combats were merely one-

sided massacres. They were just necessary intimidations, which were not cool at all. 

Among those who were qualified to be his opponents reluctantly, Yun Tianhao the grandmaster of Yun 

Clan was the most powerful one. However, Yun Tianhao was still broken into pieces by his Universal 

Immortal Fist only in a short period of time before Zhang Tie released his realm. n-(O𝓋𝐄𝓁𝓫In 

In the headquarters of Five Elements Immortal Palace, Zhang Tie didn’t meet Tong Xuangui the immortal 

king of Five Elements Immortal Palace. Those immortal generals wanted to catch Zhang Tie or kill him in 

a domineering way. As was imagined, 1 deputy head of Five Elements Immortal Palace, 3 grand justices 

and over 50 immortal generals turned into ashes. 

But they were trivial. Zhang Tie actually wanted to kill Tong Xuangui the immortal king of Five Elements 

Immortal Palace. Only Tong Xuangui’s head could stop others from doing any harm to Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace for long. 

Wherever Zhang Tie made a massacre, he would leave a wisp of qi of Dragon Emperor Immortal Fist. 

Just like scratches that a fierce beast left on trees, it implied that Zhang Tie was back. 

Black Blood Alliance, Five Elements Immortal Palace and Yun Clan were all extremely presumptuous 

foreign forces in Dragon Emperor Big Domain in recent years. However, only after coming back for 2 

hours, Zhang Tie had exterminated Black Blood Alliance and Yun Clan and completely chopped off the 

claws that Five Elements Immortal Palace reached into Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 

Zhang Tie’s next target was Star Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Among those foreign forces that invaded Dragon Emperor Big Domain, Star Emperor Immortal Palace 

was the most powerful force with the deepest background. However, Star Emperor Immortal Palace 

only encroached 11 cities of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, which was the least among those foreign 

forces. It was not because that Star Emperor was kind, but that Star Emperor had too many concerns. 

There were very few examples in the history of Motian Realm that human emperor-level immortal 

palaces annexed or attacked each other. Compared to the other foreign forces, Star Emperor Immortal 

Palace had to bear greater stress by encroaching Dragon Emperor Big Domain. Additionally, over these 

years, Star Emperor Immortal Palace also had a hard time; therefore, Star Emperor Immortal Palace 

didn’t have too much time to encroach the territory of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Although Star Emperor Immortal Palace only encroached 11 cities of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, 

it didn’t mean that Star Emperor Immortal Palace didn’t want to encroach more. The 11 cities were just 

a nail or base that Star Emperor Immortal Palace set in Dragon Emperor Big Domain for further 

expansion. When Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was collapsed or the overall situation facing Motian 

Realm changed greatly, the factors that limited Star Emperor Immortal Palace’s expansion would 

disappear. By then, given the power of Star Emperor Immortal Palace, it could expand its territory by 10-

100 times at any time. It could even grab the territories that the other forces encroached. 



Zhang Tie was crystal clear about Star Emperor’s plan. Zhang Tie had known that Star Emperor was a 

tricky, cunny and fierce opponent since Star Emperor left a spiritual mark in the mind of a demon knight 

that he paid Zhang Tie. 

The headquarters of Star Emperor Immortal Palace in Dragon Emperor Big Domain was in Northdragon 

City, which was a big city in the north of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Its scale could even match 

that of Dragonsea City. 

When Zhang Tie arrived at Northdragon City, it was no less than 1 pm. The sun was hanging high above 

his head. From the sky, Northdragon City looked very peaceful and bustling everywhere. In the air zone 

within hundreds of miles in the periphery of Northdragon City, there was not even a patrolling immortal 

soldier or immortal general. 

At the sight of this scene, Zhang Tie mumbled inside. ‘It’s almost common sense to assign patrolling 

immortal soldiers or immortal generals outside a big city like setting sentries outside military camps. 

Even though Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was declining, they still needed such a necessary setting. 

However, after being occupied by Star Emperor Immortal Palace, the city gate of Northdragon City is 

widely opened without any patrolling forces. I wonder whether Star Emperor Immortal Palace is 

overconfident or is playing a trick.’ 

However, at this moment, Zhang Tie was not afraid of any trick anymore; he instantly flew towards the 

Star Emperor Immortal Palace in the city. 

The Star Emperor Immortal Palace in Northdragon City was new and very magnificent. The over 200-m 

high building was the highest one in the city. The former branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in 

the city had long been demolished. The Star Emperor Immortal Palace was just built in the location of 

the former branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Only with a few flashes, Zhang Tie had already appeared outside the entrance of the highest floor of Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace. 

It was empty inside Star Emperor Immortal Palace. Only one person was standing on the square outside 

the gate of the immortal palace. When he saw Zhang Tie, he let out a sigh and bowed towards Zhang Tie 

calmly with great reverence and greeted, “I’ve not imagined that Your Majesty has really come back. My 

respects to you, Your Majesty!” 

It was Yuan Lang who had met Zhang Tie for a few times as Zhang Tie’s acquaintance in Star Emperor 

Immortal Palace. 

After 7 years, Yuan Lang was as handsome and spirited as before. He didn’t even change a bit. 

After taking a look around the immortal palace, Zhang Tie saw nobody else. He then watched Yuan Lan 

and asked coldly with a slight frown, “Where are the others of Star Emperor Immortal Palace?” 

“Half an hour before, I’ve already ordered all the 17 immortal generals and over 3,000 immortal 

soldiers, deacons, maids and handymen to leave in batches by airboat. Your Majesty, please show your 

mercy on them. If you want to vent your anger, please take away my head!” Yuan Lang said calmly. 

“You knew that I was going back?” 



“A few hours ago, I’ve already received the news the moment Your Majesty left Mountain Ruins. It’s said 

that an unknown powerhouse was breaking through Ice and Fire Heavenly Wind Layer and heading for 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain as fast as a lightning bolt. Only in a few hours, Black Blood Alliance, Five 

Elements Immortal Palace, Yun Clan had been exterminated. Your Majesty, after killing Two Blackblood 

Sages and Yun Tianhao the grandmaster of Yun Clan, you even left your strong qi of Dragon Emperor 

Fist. Star Emperor Immortal Palace has so many ears and eyes. If I still didn’t know that Your Majesty 

was coming back, I would be too stupid!” After saying that, Yun Lang took a glance at Zhang Tie again as 

he said sincerely, “I’ve not imagined that Your Majesty has already gotten rid of Infinite Immortal Prison 

in only a few years. God blesses the good man. Congratulations...” 

“Do you really think that I won’t kill you?” Zhang Tie remained calm; however, he knitted his brows at 

once. 

In a split second, Yuan Lang felt that an invisible sharp sword was put on his neck. A terrifying and 

powerful sword qi was close to his fine hair and was going to stab at him. At the same time, his back felt 

pretty cold as if his head was going to fall as long as Zhang Tie moved his eyes. 

Yun Lang only sensed the same terrifying qi from Star Emperor. 

In the distant eyes of Zhang Tie, Yuan Lang’s heart palpitated as his back oozed sweat heavily. Even so, 

he still maintained a calm look and voice, “In the eyes of Your Majesty, of course, I’m nothing different 

than those bandits who broke in Your Majesty’s home. Your Majesty, it’s reasonable for you to kill me 

here. I won’t complain about that even a bit. When His Majesty Star Emperor wanted to attack Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain, I disagreed with him. However, His Majesty Star Emperor was much more 

ambitious and talented than me. Additionally, it was said that Your Majesty had already died in Infinite 

Immortal Prison at that time. Therefore, Dragon Emperor Big Domain didn’t have its owner at that time 

and would be shared by all the other forces. Of course, Star Emperor Immortal Palace wouldn’t lag 

behind. Now that His Majesty Star Emperor had sent an order, of course, I could only take his order and 

become the butler of Star Emperor Immortal Palace in Dragon Emperor Big Domain. I was loyal to my 

owner; therefore, I will have no grudges even if I was killed. Over these years, I was only satisfied by 

three aspects: first, there was no heavy tax; second, none of the innocent people were killed; third, my 

subordinates were all well restricted. Over the past 7 years, all the people in the 11 cities that Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace encroached in Dragon Emperor Big Domain were living and working in peace 

as same as before. I’m especially here to hand them back to Your Majesty...” 

Zhang Tie gazed at Yuan Lang for half a minute. Not until he caused Yuan Lang’s back to turn wet did he 

move his eyes away from Yuan Lang’s neck and say calmly, “It’s Star Emperor’s luck to have you as his 

subordinate!” 

“Star Emperor Immortal Palace has too many talents. I’m just a trivial person in Star Emperor Immortal 

Palace!” 

“Where’s Star Emperor? It’s meaningless to kill you. I will settle accounts with him!” 

Yuan Lang gnashed his teeth as he replied, “Nine Heavens Big Domain is facing a critical situation. His 

Majesty Star Emperor is confronting with the army of demons with his army in Deities Plain in Nine 

Heavens Big Domain...” 



Soon after he finished the word “Domain”, Yuan Lang had seen a golden light flying towards Nine 

Heavens Big Domain with a pair of miraculous golden feather wings with the momentum of wind and 

thunder at an indescribable speed, leaving a rainbow... 

“What’s this secret method? The feather wings... they are... they are...” 

After staring at the sky while changing his face for a while, Yuan Lan finally heaved a deep sigh. Then, he 

turned around and took a look at the empty immortal palace. Shaking his head, he revealed a bitter 

smile and flew off Northdragon City in an instant... 

... 

Chapter 1894: The Domain of Battle Flames 

 

According to Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong, Zhang Tie had generally learned a lot of major events in 

Motian Realm over the past 7 years. When in cities like Dragonsea City and Incloud City, before killing 

Two Blackblood Sages, Yun Tianhao the grand owner of Yun Clan and those immortal generals of Five 

Elements Immortal Palace, Zhang Tie had acquired more information through the lackeys’ memories of 

these major forces. After combining these information, Zhang Tie had basically known the overall 

situation facing Motian Realm. 

Like the current situation facing Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, the overall situation facing mankind 

across Motian Realm were not positive either. Nine Heavens Big Domain had become the fiercest 

battlefield between humans and demons in Motian Realm. 

Like what Zhang Tie had predicted before entering Infinite Immortal Prison, Versatile Demon Emperor 

must have its purpose by establishing Dark Emperor Immortal Palace, instigating the internal conflicts 

between human immortal palaces and taking big actions in Dark Valley. 

At that time, Zhang Tie didn’t know the purpose of Versatile Demon Emperor. However, 7 years later, he 

finally knew that the target of Versatile Demon Emperor or all the demons was Nine Heavens Big 

Domain. 

Versatile Demon Emperor raided Dragon Emperor City thrice, exposing the background of Zhang Tie and 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace and throwing out Dragon Emperor Big Domain to the other human 

forces like a piece of meat. All these actions were serving demons’ strategy in Nine Heavens Big Domain. 

Dark Emperor Immortal Palace instigated humans’ civil strifes so that human immortal palaces and 

forces wouldn’t join hands with each other to fight demons. The chaos caused by the battle between 

supreme-level human immortal palaces and two emperor-level immortal palaces in Woods Medium-

sized Domain and the fierce contradictions between immortal generals being affected by Golden-Soul 

Rune Virus and the other immortal generals who were not affected by Golden-Soul Rune Virus firstly 

collapsed the overall situation that human immortal palaces and forces joined hands with each other to 

fight demons. 

When human immortal palaces and immortal generals were going against each other and taking 

precautions against each other, how could you expect them to unite with each other to confront with 

the surging demons? 



Previously, whenever the contraditions between humans and demons were intensified in Nine Heavens 

Big Domain, all the human immortal palaces in Motian Realm would join hands with each other to 

defend demons’ strikes in Nine Heavens Big Domain. Additionally, thousands of immortal generals or 

clans participated in fighting demons with the purpose of making great contributions and accomplishing 

great tasks or various ambitions. 

A few years ago, the contradictions between human immortal palaces instigated by Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace collapsed the trust of human immortal palaces and deteriorated the relationship 

between human immortal palaces. Such intense and unreliable state definitely reduced the cooperation 

between human immortal palaces and forces in Nine Heavens Big Domain. 

At this moment, Versatile Demon Emperor threw out the broken Dragon Emperor Big Domain and 

presented the weakness of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace to the other forces and human immortal 

palaces. Meanwhile, it ruined the dignity of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. The broken Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain which was going to lose its owner provided a good opportunity for many human 

forces and immortal generals to make meritorious deeds and accomplish great tasks, even found clans 

and new immortal palaces outside Nine Heavens Big Domain. As a result, power of resistance, will of 

resistance and battle force of humans across Nine Heavens Big Domain were further divided and 

collapsed. 

According to the layout of Versatile Demon Emperor and the other demons, if Nine Heavens Big Domain 

was regarded as a city being besieged by demons, Dragon Emperor Big Domain became the only city 

gate that demons allowed to open after they launched a holistic attack towards humans in Nine 

Heavens Big Domain so that they could ambush the escaping humans in the preset region. 

When people didn’t have a route of retreat, they would fight demons to death. If they could kill one 

demon at the cost of their own lives, their death was valuable. If they could kill two demons at the cost 

of their own lives, they won. However, when they had a route of retreat, many people would not have 

such a resolution and strong will anymore. 

7 years ago, humans and demons drew a tie in Nine Heavens Big Domain. At that time, demons didn’t 

take any absolute advantage. However, in the short period of 7 years, the overall situation facing Nine 

Heavens Big Domain deteriorated greatly. Demon armies had occupied over 200 human cities and 

seized a large amount of population and materials in Nine Heavens Big Domain. Many humans clans and 

throne-level immortal palaces who once occupied an area in Nine Heavens Big Domain had been 

completely driven out of Nine Heavens Big Domain. 

Take Yun Clan and Five Elements Immortal Palace as an instance, they fixated onto Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace when they suffered great losses in Nine Heavens Big Domain. They wanted to 

compensate their losses from Dragon Emperor Big Domain. They had even shifted the focus of their 

clans to Dragon Emperor Big Domain from Nine Heavens Big Domain and determined to be the largest 

shareholders of Dragon Emperor Big Domain by establishing an immortal palace here... 

The stalemate between humans and demons in Nine Heavens Big Domain was formed through tens of 

thousands of years’ wars and battles in Motian Realm. To a certain degree, Nine Heavens Big Domain 

was a pair of scales which was used to balance the battle forces between humans and demons. If this 

pair of scales tilted to one party, the other party couldn’t bear it. Now, due to the overwhelming tricks 



of Versatile Demon Emperor, this pair of scales had been tilting to the side that was disadvantageious to 

humans... 

Once demons occupied Nine Heavens Big Domain completely, they would directly attack some big 

domains and many small and medium-sized domains in the hinterland of the scope of influence of 

humans. By then, demons could easily cut off the contacts between human domains through Nine 

Heavens Big Domain and humans as a whole in Motian Realm would be completely passive in the war 

between humans and demons. The strategic parity would tilt to demons. 

This was the ultimate purpose of Versatile Demon Emperor’s layout among humans. 

After figuring out the current situation facing the human race in Motian Realm, even Zhang Tie admired 

Versatile Demon Emperor’s means and tricks. Versatile Demon Emperor was really the demon of 

demons. He could make all the humans in Motian Realm restless alone. 

However, facing the attack of demons in Nine Heavens Big Domain, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and 

Force Emperor Immortal Palace which shared the biggest benefits in Nine Heavens Big Domain had to 

join hands with each other and organize their armies of immortal generals and the other forces to 

offend demons in Deities Plain. 

As of now, armies of humans and demons had already pitched their camps in Deities Plain and set 

formations. They had been confronting with each other for over one year. 

When Zhang Tie read souls, he didn’t get the news that Star Emperor was in Deities Plain. It seemed that 

Star Emperor had just come to Deities Plain or was hiding somewhere near Deities Plain. 

Now that Star Emperor was in Deities’ Plain, Force Emperor should be there too. If so, there should be at 

least 2 demon emperors on the battlefield. Perhaps Versatile Demon Emperor was also there. 

Deities Plain was a good place for enhancing his prestige... n).O𝑽ℯ𝗅𝐁1n 

After fixing his goal, Zhang Tie instantly left Northdragon City for Nine Heavens Big Domain, leaving a 

rainbow in the sky... 

... 

Deities Plain covered 1 million square miles. Being located in the middle of Nine Heavens Big Domain, it 

was a prairie with lush grasses. 

In the past, Deities Plain was always covered with bouquets of flowers and green grasses. Flocks of 

buffaloes were galloping everywhere. It was vigorous everywhere. However, this year, the entire Deities 

Plain was covered with battle flames and strong, fierce qi. Almost 200,000 immortal generals and 

demon generals were gathering and fighting here at the risk of their lives. 

Due to collisions between battle formations, battle qi strikes, burning cities, prodigious black smoke, 

homeless people’s tears, blood and battle calls of immortal generals and demon generals, Deities Plain 

was destroyed and lost its previous beautiful look completely... 

Their battlefield was in the middle of Deities Plain. The distance between their battle formations was 

less than 300 miles away. Now the ground within the 300 miles had been burned black. Over the past 

one more year, the soil in this region had been struck for many times, causing pits everywhere. Plainland 



could barely be seen. It was like the wilderness being hit by meteors. From the sky, only some shoots 

stood on the black ground stubbornly over hundreds of miles’ land, who were warning the humans and 

demons here that it was once a beautiful prairie. 

There was once a beatiful lake covering 60 square miles called Maiden. But now, the beautiful lake had 

already disappeared in the collisions between the terrifying battle formations being composed of tens of 

thousands of immortal generals and demon generals. The terrain of the lake was completely changed, 

leaving some pools and mires, large or small, and fish skeletons in the wild. 

At this moment, when Zhang Tie had just left Northdragon City, two heavenly knights were having a 

fierce battle above the dried Maiden on behalf of humans and demons respectively under the gaze of 

over 200,000 immortal generals and demon generals... 

Chapter 1895: Battlefield 

 

If two commoners being well-matched in strength had a clash of saber, with battle calls and saber lights, 

one of them would definitely fall down. It would take them only a few minutes at most to end the fight. 

If one person could be a bit more dauntless with greater morality, he might become the winner through 

fierce collisions and crazy slashes. The braver one would win when two enemies met in a narrow way. 

If two parties became experienced veterans above LV 10, it would take them a bit longer to end the 

fight. It was similar to the battle between two professional boxers with the same heavyweight in the 

ring. As both parties had rich experiences and battle skills and had less difference in battle force, such 

combat could barely come to an end in a short period of time. The combat wouldn’t come to an end 

until the last stage due to a small mistake, weaker battle force, a bit slower movement, a bit lack of 

precision or a bit weaker strength, even a pure fluke mind. 

If it were two armies with the same strength on the battlefield, it would take them longer time to finish 

the battle due to more determinants. Additionally, there were more patterns and forms of the battle. 

The greater the armies were, the longer it would take them to finish the battle. 

It was like how wars between countries, groups and human races. Now that two parties could wrestle 

with each other on the same battlefield, they wouldn’t be easily defeated. 

In Motian Realm, humans and demons had been fighting for tens of thousands of years, of course, they 

were qualified to confront with demons. 

In the past a few years, due to the unpredictable tricks of Versatile Demon Emperor, there were indeed 

some problems among humans. Demons indeed had taken some advantage in Nine Heavens Big Domain 

and threatened humans step by step. However, humans had not lost their power of resistance. Their 

foundation was still solid. Therefore, humans were still able to confront demons in Nine Heavens Big 

Domain. 

When Dark Emperor Immortal Palace was not exposed to the public, it was more dangerous to humans. 

However, after it was exposed to the public, its dangers had been under control. Humans could always 

work out methods to deal with it. 



Versatile Demon Emperor was indeed the trickiest and most unpredictable demon emperor whom 

humans frightened most. However, no matter how powerful, smart, able and tricky Versatile Demon 

Emperor was, it still couldn’t confront all the humans in Motian Realm. Now that humans could live tens 

of thousands of years in Motian Realm, they must have a deep background and foundation. 

When Zhang Tie was receiving medical treatment in Emperor NvWa City, Emperor NvWa’s Palace had 

gathered talented ones to work out a solution to detect Golden-Soul Rune Virus. However, such 

detection means required some special tools. Even though it was for an emergency, it could barely be 

popularized in a short period of time. However, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor 

Immortal Palace had joined hands with each other to work out a solution to deal with Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace soon after Zhang Tie was mired in Infinite Immortal Prison. 

After getting the specimen of Golden-Soul Rune Virus provided by Star Emperor, Emperor NvWa’s 

Palace finally confirmed that Golden-Soul Rune Virus couldn’t pass the forbidden system of Emperor 

NvWa City. Closely after that, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor Immortal Palace 

assigned their own immortal generals to Emperor NvWa City for the test by batches. Of course, it was a 

piece of cake for those immortal generals who had not been affected by Golden-Soul Rune Virus just like 

taking an immunization injection. However, it was like entering the hell for those immortal generals who 

knew that they had been affected by Golden-Soul Rune Virus. If they went there, they would expose 

their true identities and lose their lives immediately. Of course, they dared not go there. 

Although they didn’t know how Versatile Demon Emperor planted Golden-Soul Rune Virus in the brains 

of those immortal generals, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor Immortal Palace would 

kill all the immortal generals who refused to go to Emperor NvWa City or escaped on the way there 

regardless of their titles and excuses! As for those who escaped away secretly before setting for 

Emperor NvWa City, they would investigate their human relations and actions inside the immortal 

palaces. 

Finally, in the shortest period of time, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor Immortal 

Palace had used this simplest solution to clean up all the evil guys among those immortal generals of the 

two immortal palaces. Besides those immortal generals being affected by Golden-Soul Rune Virus, they 

even discovered some incarnate demons in their own immortal palaces. As a result, their teams were 

purified at a stroke; the morality of the two immortal palaces also became stabilized. 

After the two immortal palaces accomplished all these, Emperor NvWa’s Palace showed up and invited 

the immortal lords and powers of the 13 supreme-level immortal palaces who had broken out 

skirmishes and conflicts with the two emperor-level immortal palaces to Emperor NvWa City to discuss 

about dealing with the problems facing Woods Medium-sized Domain. 

Emperor NvWa’s Palace was definitely more distinguished than the other two emperor-level immortal 

palaces in Motian Realm. It was definitely the gilded signboard of humans in Motian Realm. After 

receiving the invitation of Emperor NvWa’s Palace, 12 of the immortal lords of 13 supreme-level 

immortal palaces arrived at Emperor NvWa City. The one absent was Lord Fengyun Jiang Hengtong. 

When those immortal lords gathered in Emperor NvWa’s Palace, Force Emperor had joined hands with 

the powers of Emperor NvWa’s Palace to raid the headquarters of Fengyun Immortal Palace in Fengyun 

City, Fengyun Medium-sized Domain and discovered Tortoisesnake Palace, a branch of Dark Emperor 



Immortal Palace. Jiang Hengtong’s true identity was the president of Tortoisesnake Palace. After this 

news was exposed to the public, it aroused great shock in Motian Realm. 

Even an immortal lord had been under the control of Versatile Demon Emperor. This discovery shocked 

all the other immortal lords of 12 supreme-level immortal palaces. 

What happened next became smooth. After the two emperor-level immortal palaces, facing the urgent 

sense of crisis, the other 12 supreme-level immortal palaces also adopted the same measure to assign 

their immortal generals to Emperor NvWa City by batches for the test. After that, the two emperor-level 

immortal palaces and the 12 supreme-level immortal palaces made a roster and delivered a common 

notice to the public. All the immortal generals from fierce immortal generals to supreme-level immortal 

generals of all the sects and clans in all the big domains, medium-sized domains and small domains in 

Motian Realm must go to Emperor NvWa City for the test. Those who didn’t go there before the time 

limit would be taken as moles of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace and killed regardless of your clans or 

sects. Even those guys who had escaped should also be hunted with high bounty and become the target 

of the public. 

Although such a straightforward solution was simple and rude, it was the best method for them to deal 

with Dark Emperor Immortal Palace and discover Golden-Soul Rune Virus. No moles of Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace could make a narrow escape. Those immortal generals who had been affected by 

Golden-Soul Rune Virus, those moles of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace in human domains, even those 

incarnate demons who hid among humans could only expose themselves in such a strict condition. n-

(O𝓋𝐄𝓁𝓫In 

Besides Tortoisesnake Palace in Fengyun City, Whitetiger Palace in Nine Heavens Big Domain, Rosefinch 

Palace in Red Sea and those sects and clans under the control of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace were 

also destroyed by the three emperor-level immortal palaces and 12 supreme-level immortal palaces. 

Those lackeys of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace were either killed or escaping everywhere. They 

couldn’t hurt people like before anymore. 

Even though Versatile Demon Emperor and Dark Emperor Immortal Palace had used many tricks to stop 

it, they still couldn’t reverse the overall situation. 

Over the past 7 years, human domains and immortal palaces had been in turmoils due to Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace. Therefore, demons got opportunities to attack humans in Nine Heavens Immortal 

Palace on a large scale. However, Dark Emperor Immortal Palace also suffered a destructive strike during 

this period due to humans’ defensive mechanism. It interpreted how Dark Emperor Immortal Palace 

became prosperous secretly and be destroyed overnight. 

Although Dark Emperor Immortal Palace had not been completely uprooted among humans and many 

personnel of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace were still being chased, its force had been much weaker 

than that 7 years ago. 

Perhaps only Versatile Demon Emperor itself was clear whether his Dark Emperor Immortal Palace had 

accomplished the target that he had set to disrupt humans during the past 7 years. If Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace was not exposed by Zhang Tie, it would not arouse the vigilance of all the human 

immortal palaces and forces so early; if Dark Emperor Immortal Palace didn’t get the secret impartation 

method of Yin-Yang Sect, it would not be able to transfer the battle force of those immortal generals 



who had been affected by Golden-Soul Rune Virus to the others; if Dark Emperor Immortal Palace could 

control Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace and Dragon Emperor Big Domain secretly, Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace might have a brighter future. 

Humans were scrambling for each inch of the land of Nine Heavens Big Domain. They would never allow 

demons to predominate this region. All the human elites knew how significant was Nine Heavens Big 

Domain to humans. 

If a country wanted to resist the foreign forces, they had to ensure peace domestically. After basically 

solving the threat from Dark Emperor Immortal Palace, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Force 

Emperor Immortal Palace mobilized their armies of immortal generals to resist demon’s vanguards in 

Deities Plain. 

When two armies were confronting with each other, the war could not come to an end in a couple of 

days; especially that both parties could receive constant assistance from their back. 

The war between two armies was not as simple and straightforward as a brawl between two people. 

The army of demons and the army of humans had been confronting each other in Deities Plain for many 

days. Over these days, the combats had never ceased, the participants of which varied from fierce 

immortal generals to supreme-level immortal generals; the population of participants also varied from 3 

people to 10,000 immortal generals. The commanders-in-chief of two armies were in their own camps 

with rigorous barriers, each of which was composed of over 100,000 immortal generals. Besides 

observing the situation of the opponents, they were also commanding their own battle formation of 

immortal generals like how powerhouses fought each other. In interactive attacks, they defended 

strictly in case of being raided by the opponents; meanwhile, they were seeking loopholes of the 

opponents for launching a lightning strike. 

In the collisions between two armies, combats between generals could inspire morale the most! 

Combats between immortal generals and demon generals on the same level in front of hundreds of 

thousands of immortal generals at the cost of their own lives on the battlefield were the best pattern of 

individual heroism in Motian Realm. 

Commanders-in-chief liked this mode of combat too; because whenever a party won such combat, they 

would sap the morale of the opponents. If they won many such combats, they could make a big triumph 

in the end. 

Ordinary immortal generals and demon generals also liked such a mode of combat. Demons were 

always belligerent. There were many brave humans too. Those who could win such combats were real 

heroes. It was the best shortcut for an immortal general or demon general to accomplish both success 

and fame. 

As wars between humans and demons were common, of course, the same combat pattern between 

humans and demons would lead to the same mode of war. 

The so-called combat between generals was called Combat of Honor in the world where Zhang Tie came 

from. 



The combat between the two heavenly knights in the air above Deities Plain had entered the fiercest 

stage the moment it broke out. The collisions between their battle qi strikes and the relevant sonic 

booms were reverberating in the sky like muffled thunders. 

On such a remarkable occasion, even though the immortal general or demon general could fly fast, they 

would not take advantage of this strong point on the battlefield. Otherwise, once a man flew away at a 

high speed, it would look like that he was chased by the other and would sap the morale of over 100,000 

population of their own. Commanders-in-chief didn’t like to assign such a guy to fight the opponent. 

Even though such a guy could take the upper hand in the end, he would still afflict a great loss to his 

own party. 

Combat between generals referred to that the two participants should clash against each other, teeth 

for teeth and blood for blood. The one who could kill the opponent in the shortest period of time in the 

most domineering and powerful manner would be the hero. Only such a combat could display the 

power of the winner. 

Additionally, given the tacit agreement that the two commanders-in-chief had made, none of the 

demon generals or immortal generals who participated in such combat was lower than 8 changes realm 

on their level. Those who participated in the combat were all in the peak stage of their level or were 

going to promote to a higher level soon. Of course, such combat would be more thrilling. 

After over 1 hour’s fierce collisions, the participants had started to bleed. 

Star Emperor had already heard the growls, battle calls of over 100,000 immortal generals on his side 

and over 100,000 demon general in the distance. Like hurricanes, they caused the air within thousands 

of miles to rock. 

The protective battle qi of that wind demon general had already been broken for the first time. Due to 

the great shock from its protective battle qi, the powerful ox-headed demon general had started to 

spew out blood. At the same time, the immortal general intensified his attacks. Watching this scene, 

immortal generals’ morale soared. 

At this moment, Star Emperor received a piece of news from Dragon Emperor Big Domain. Star Emperor 

became temporarily stunned. Closely after that, he looked at Force Emperor on his side. Star Emperor 

knew that Force Emperor must have already received the same news given the power of Force Emperor 

Immortal Palace. 

Force Emperor looked at Star Emperor too with a bit of surprise in his eyes——he’s still alive. I wonder 

whether Six-Armed Demon Emperor... 

Zhang Tie had made a great meritorious deed to humans in Motian Realm. Only by drawing Six-Armed 

Demon Emperor into Infinite Immortal Prison, he had already helped humans a lot in the eyes of 

immortal emperors like Star Emperor and Force Emperor. A wind immortal general who was actually 

more powerful than all the wind immortal generals, also the incumbent Dragon Emperor could perish 

together with Six-Armed Demon Emperor. That was a great contribution to humans from any 

perspective. If Six-Armed Demon Emperor was still alive, the process of exterminating Dark Emperor 

Immortal Palace would not be that smooth in the past 7 years and the situation facing Nine Heavens Big 

Domain would further deteriorate. 



A demon emperor was definitely more threatening to humans than a total of 10,000 ordinary demon 

generals. 

Six-Armed Demon Emperor was the first demon emperor being killed after Rune Emperor. The death of 

Six-Armed Demon Emperor was a piece of very good news for humans because it narrowed the 

difference between humans and demons in the number of top powers. Therefore, Star Emperor and 

Force Emperor heaved a sigh of relief. 

——How could he come out of Infinite Immortal Prison? 

——Perhaps he’s got a stroke of good luck! 

——Where’s Six-Armed Demon Emperor? 

——Perhaps we could only ask him about it! 

——Given the reputation of Emperor NvWa’s Palace and Grand Dragon Emperor, and the fact that he 

had made some contribution to humans, I will keep him alive as long as he behaved obediently. 

However, he must hand the items that he had got from Infinite Immortal Prison and the method that he 

used to enter the Motian Realm. By then, I can share them with you! 

——Are you sure you could have him hand them to you? 

——No matter what, he’s just a supreme-level immortal general. If he had promoted to an immortal 

emperor and lit his immortal chakra, we would have definitely sensed it the moment he came out of 

Infinite Immortal Prison. A supreme-level immortal general might have some trump cards. But it’s just 

average in front of us... 

——Let nature take its course. Such a person has made meritorious deeds for humans. He shouldn’t be 

killed by us... 

After exchanging a glance with each other, Star Emperor and Force Emperor had communicated a lot 

and got the bottom line of the opponent... 

Chapter 1896: Reversal 

 

After Star Emperor and Force Emperor finished their eye contact for half an hour, the combat on the 

battlefield of Deities Plain had almost come to an end. 

After a shocking boom, the human immortal general tore apart the protective battle qi of the ox-headed 

demon and pierced through its armor at once by the long sword. Following after, his sword broke 

through the ox-head demon’s heart and came out of its back. 

Apparently, the long sword was an immortal outfit. Besides being extremely sharp, it also carried an 

effect of additional harm. After the ox-headed demon’s body was penetrated through, its body instantly 

formed a layer of white frost. 

When the human wind immortal general was going to draw his long sword out of the ox-headed 

demon’s body horizontally and expand the wound by 10 times, the ox-headed demon roared as it gave 



out a red light from its chest and back. At the same time, a demon-grain totem which represented the 

talent of ox-headed demons suddenly appeared on the ox-headed demon’s body. In a split second, the 

long sword was frozen and couldn’t be moved anymore. At the same time, the ox-headed demon 

slashed its 2 m-longer huge ax towards that human wind immortal general with a cold light. 

At the critical moment, the human immortal general didn’t retreat; instead, he roared and ram against 

the handle of his long sword using his shoulder ferociously. In a split second, the long sword totally 

penetrated through its back, leaving its handle on the armor of the ox-headed demon’s chest. 

When the ox-headed demon spewed out blood, the human wind immortal general hit its ribs on both 

sides by hand. At that moment, red light and demon-grain totem also appeared on the ox-headed 

demon’s legs. Closely after that, the ox-headed demon hit the human immortal general’s lower 

abdomen by its knee in a terrifying manner. As a result, the human immortal general’s protective battle 

qi and the armor over its lower abdomen were shattered at the same time. Closely after that, the ox-

headed demon spewed out a mouthful of blood again. 

Although being heavily injured, the human immortal general used the inertia to hit the relatively softer 

chin of ox-headed demon by his hard helmet, raising the ox-head demon’s head and sending it flying 

backward and spewing out blood heavily. At the same time, he rushed to the ox-headed demon’s side 

and shattered the ox-headed demon’s protective battle qi by hand again. Closely after that, he grabbed 

the handle of his long sword by two hands and made another horizontal cut. 

At this moment, the ox-headed demon’s red lights started to rock. The demon-grain totem faded away 

too. The huge ax was not suitable to attack the enemy in such a short distance. However, on this 

occasion, the sharp handle of the huge ax separated from its blade and turned into a short spear. Closely 

after that, the ox-head demon held the short spear by two hands and penetrated through the human 

immortal general from his back and nailed him to itself forcefully... 

Blood and flesh flying in all directions, it had come to the last, miserable stage of the combat. 

The ox-headed demon lowered his shoulders and nipped the human immortal general using its strong 

forearms. Meanwhile, it kept stabbing the human immortal general’s back by the short spear and 

intended to make his body a hornet’s nest. The human immortal general just held the handle of the long 

sword and intended to split the ox-headed demon’s body into two halves from its chest. 

With growls, the two parties wrestled and rolled in the air with burning battle qi. They then fell to the 

ground from over 100,000 m high in the speed of many times that of sound, causing a huge pit as deep 

as dozens of meters and a heavy smoke like detonating an alchemist’s bomb... 

At this moment, over 200,000 immortal generals and demon generals were gazing at the huge pit in 

Deities’ Plain. Hearing the growls from the battlefield, they all became silent. 

After a few minutes, the smoke over the huge pit had dispersed while the ground within hundreds of 

meters had been covered with a layer of snow-white icicles. At this moment, a person flew out of the 

huge pit wobbly. It was that human immortal general. The human immortal general had been bloody all 

over with a short spear on his back and a long sword in hand. After taking a look at the demon army, he 

flew towards the human camp. 



The ox-headed demon had been split into two halves from its chest. The two halves of its corpse was a 

few meters away from each other. They had been frozen. 

After a short silence, over 100,000 human immortal generals suddenly burst out loud cheers. By 

contrast, the demon army just saw the wobbly human flying towards human camp silently. 

Only after a short while, that person had arrived at the most forefront and the highest point of the huge 

dozens of floors high airboat where Star Emperor and Force Emperor were sitting in. 

The human immortal general who fought that ox-headed demon general ferociously was a slightly thin 

middle-aged man with single-fold eyelids and a cold and common look. He knelt down by one knee 

towards Force Emperor who was sitting on the throne as he uttered hardly... 

“Xin Qianlong... has lived up to Your Majesty’s expectation and killed the enemy...” 

At the same time, the place where he was kneeling down became a small bloody pond... 

“Xin Qianlong has made a meritorious deed by killing one demon general. His deed has greatly risen the 

morale of Force Emperor Immortal Palace and humans. I reward Xin Qianlong 100,000 fire elements. 

Have a good rest; hope you can recover soon...” After looking around the other people around him, 

Force Emperor said calmly. 

“Thank you, Your Majesty...” The human hero picked himself up as he was led somewhere for medical 

treatment. 

In an instant, Force Emperor’s throne was surrounded by congratulations. 

At this moment, besides Force Emperor and Star Emperor, the grandmasters and owners of over 20 

major clans and sects in Nine Heavens Big Domain were also here. Additionally, there were three 

immortal lords of supreme-level immortal palaces. The three immortal palaces had many cities and 

interest foundations in Nine Heavens Big Domain. They were not brave enough to face the demon army 

independently; neither dared they not join the army of two emperor-level immortal palaces and those 

human forces of Nine Heavens Big Domain on this occasion. 

Of course, Force Emperor and Star Emperor had promised something to those immortal lords. 

Therefore, those immortal lords could forget the previous conflicts between them and join this war 

together with their subordinates. 

After winning one battle, humans’ morale soared. At the same time, a wing demon calmly flew out of 

the demon army and came to the center of the battlefield. It then gazed at the human army with an 

aggressive look. 

The wing demon didn’t speak. He released his battle qi. Closely after that, a light flashed across. 

The light symbolized the fatal formation of a supreme-level immortal general, also a sage-level knight’s 

realm. n/.𝑜--𝐯/-𝔢(.𝗅(/𝔟.-I--n 

It was not the first time for two supreme-level immortal generals to fight each other on this occasion. 

After taking a look at that supreme-level demon general whom they had not seen before, then the three 

immortal lords on their sides, Star Emperor asked them calmly, “It’s a supreme-level demon general. 

Which subordinate of yours would like to fight it?” 



They assigned participants by turns. As the two emperor-level immortal palaces had just won one 

combat, all the human forces had assigned participants to fight enemies as long as they could, except for 

the three supreme-level immortal palaces. 

After exchanging a glance with each other, the three immortal lords then took a glance at the wing 

demon in the distance. One of them then slightly nodded. An elder in white robe behind him instantly 

took one step forward and said in a muffled voice, “Ye Guyu the grand justice of Lanling Immortal Palace 

would like to fight it...” 

As supreme-level immortal generals or demon generals were all experienced, powerful and owned their 

own fatal formations. It was very difficult for them to kill the opponent in close combat. On many 

occasions, both parties would be defeated and wounded. Closely after that, they would come back to 

their own camps. The former combats between supreme-level immortal generals and demon generals 

saw the same results. Given the danger, such combat was far less dangerous than those combats 

between low-level immortal generals and demon generals. The lower the levels of immortal generals 

and demon generals were, the more easily he would be killed. 

Ye Guyu the grand justice of Lanling Immortal Palace then flew towards the center of the battlefield... 

... 

However, after only one hour, Ye Guyu’s body had been broken into pieces and turned into a bloody 

rain... 

The battlefield was in short silence. Then, demons burst into cheers. At the same time, Force Emperor, 

Star Emperor and all the other human immortal generals changed their faces... 

“Next!” The supreme-level wing demon general uttered icily which sounded like a gust of cold wind 

blowing over the human army... 

Chapter 1897: The Appearance of Demon Prince 

 

“Impossible...” Qi Tai, also known as Lord Lanling, turned such gloomy at once on the huge fleet as he 

instantly sprung up from his chair... 

As a supreme-level immortal general, how could he be killed in such a short period of time? 

In the beginning, the supreme-level demon general didn’t express such an overwhelming advantage. 

However, all of a sudden, the wing demon’s battle force surged. After launching some lightning attacks 

at Ye Guyu, it tore open his protective battle qi using its wings on its back which were as sharp as blades. 

Closely after that, it caught up with Ye Guyu. Before the latter released his protective battle qi, the wing 

demon had already torn apart Ye Guyu’s body... 

Ye Guyu didn’t even have time to activate his battle formation. 

As a supreme-level immortal general, his battle formation was even more powerful than his protective 

battle qi at the critical moment. In his battle formation, a supreme-level immortal general could control 

everything. Even if he met a more powerful opponent, with the protection of his battle formation, he 

could also use many times more tricks and counterattacks than common immortal generals. It was very 



difficult for supreme-level immortal generals to kill someone on the same level. That also explained why 

very few supreme-level immortal generals or demon generals could be killed by the opponent on the 

same level in combats. 

The battle formation was the most powerful means that supreme-level immortal generals used to 

defend and attack at the same time which could be activated only by a whim. The activation of one’s 

battle formation would not be considered as a cowardly performance even though in the process of 

combat between two generals. Why would Ye Guanyu give up using this means at that critical moment? 

The exclamations of demons were earth-shaking. By contrast, humans became silent at a stroke. Just 

now, human immortal generals were excited that their wind immortal general killed a wind demon 

general. Unexpectedly, their supreme-level immortal general was killed by the opponent in such a short 

period of time. Therefore, many human immortal generals couldn’t believe their own eyes. 

It was a supreme-level immortal general, who could establish an immortal palace and might promote to 

an immortal emperor! 

“Isn’t there any human who could defeat me?” The wing demon’s voice drifted to the humans’ side from 

far away with the wave of air, which also declined the morale of all the human immortal generals. 

Over 100,000 demon generals burst out laughing. Star Emperor and Force Emperor looked a bit gloomy. 

The battle just now was a bit weird. If another human supreme-level immortal general was killed, it 

would be a greater loss for humans. Supreme-level immortal generals were not as cheap and common 

as white cabbages. Over so many years when humans and demons confronted each other in Nine 

Heavens Big Domain, humans barely lost two supreme-level immortal generals on the battlefield the 

same day. 

“F*ck...” A person suddenly flashed by Star Emperor and Force Emperor. It was Qi Tai the Lord Lanling. 

Given Qi Tai’s burning eyes, he might want to avenge Ye Guyu. 

Star Emperor and Force Emperor just exchanged a glance with each other as they became silent at the 

same time. 

Qi Tai had already established Lanling Immortal Palace for over 300 years. Undoubtedly, his battle force 

was great. Given his rank, although he was also a supreme-level immortal general, his battle force 

couldn’t be matched by common supreme-level immortal generals. As long as a fire immortal general 

could completely realize the rules of forming his battle formation and the strength of the four elements, 

he or she would be able to promote to a supreme-level immortal general. In the eyes of most of the 

people, if a supreme-level immortal general didn’t drink Nine Heavens Immortal Spring, he would not be 

able to form an immortal chakra. Even though that supreme-level immortal general could found an 

immortal palace, his road of cultivation would come to an end. There was only one rank for supreme-

level immortal generals, namely supreme-level immortal generals couldn’t be further divided in detail. 

Therefore, the difference between supreme-level immortal generals couldn’t be too great. 

In fact, even though supreme-level immortal generals didn’t drink Nine-Heavens Immortal Spring, there 

might still be a terrifyingly great difference between their battle forces. The difference mainly came 

from two aspects. First, spiritual energy and battle qi could increase limitlessly when a supreme-level 

immortal general was in ascetic cultivation. Although it would not enhance the stage of a supreme-level 



immortal general, it could lead to a qualitative effect and enable a supreme-level immortal general to 

output several times more even dozens of times more destructive ability than other supreme-level 

immortal generals in each strike and overwhelmed the other supreme-level immortal generals. Second, 

supreme-level immortal generals’ realization about universal laws, which could be directly applied in a 

supreme-level immortal general’s battle formation, enhancing his battle formation’s destructive force 

greatly. 

Therefore, although there were many supreme-level immortal generals in Motian Realm, very few of 

them could establish immortal palaces or promote to be immortal emperors. If they were almost the 

same on the battle force, how could a supreme-level immortal general conquer the other supreme-level 

immortal generals and declare to be immortal kings? 

Qi Tai didn’t attend the battle easily because his battle force ranked closely after Force Emperor and Star 

Emperor. Of course, such a powerhouse would not fight other supreme-level immortal generals at the 

risk of his life. Otherwise, the entire Lanling Immortal Palace might collapse once he was in danger. 

However, watching a grand justice of Lanling Immortal Palace being killed by a demon general, Qi Tai 

finally couldn’t wait to rush into the battlefield. 

... 

Hanging in the air, the wing demon who had killed Ye Guyu just watched Qi Tai approaching him with a 

cold grim smile without any fear on its face. 

“Go die...” Qi Tai roared as he slashed his 2-m longer saber towards that wing demon from 10,000 m 

away with a saber light. n/.𝑜--𝐯/-𝔢(.𝗅(/𝔟.-I--n 

In a split second, the saber light charged at the wing demon, causing the entire sky above Deities Plain 

to change its color. 

At this moment, a pair of spike suddenly appeared in the hand of the wing demon which appeared to 

able to absorb all the saber lights. Facing the surging saber lights, the wing demon didn’t retreat at all; 

instead, it flapped its wings and shot towards Qi Tai like a black lightning bolt. 

When they collided with each other, Qi Tai’s saber light was split up by the wing demon’s spike. Closely 

after that, they started fierce close combat between two sage-level knights. 

... 

At this moment, all the human immortal generals were gazing at Qi Tai with wide eyes. Many low-level 

immortal generals even held their breaths. The uproars on the demon’s side also stopped the moment 

the combat started. Both parties were gazing at the combat on the battlefield. 

As an immortal king of Lanling Immortal Palace, Qi Tai was indeed much greater than Ye Guyu in 

movement, speed, momentum and attacking force in the close combat. 

The wing demon seemed to have hidden its battle force just now. When it fought Qi Tai, it became much 

more powerful than before. Actually, they were neck and neck. 

The entire battlefield was filled with Qi Tai’s roars and his surging battle qi and saber lights. 



“You hid your battle force on purpose and induced weaker human immortal generals to fight you!” 

The wing demon remained silent. It just fought and circled Qi Tai like a black vulture and was not inferior 

to Qi Tai’s surging battle qi and saber lights. 

Such high-level close combat was a rare opportunity for human immortal generals and demon generals 

to watch and learn. Therefore, over 200,000 powerhouses were watching it with wide eyes. 

As for ordinary fierce immortal generals, earth immortal generals and water immortal generals, they 

couldn’t completely catch up with the two lights&shades on the battlefield by eyes. Those who could 

see clearly or perceive the details of the close combat were at least wind immortal generals or demon 

generals. 

Such fierce close combat between two high-level powerhouses soon lasted 2 hours. 

The wing demon slightly took the upper hand in collisions with Qi Tai and was gradually able to suppress 

the latter. Qi Tai’s protective battle qi was also fluctuating at an increasingly higher frequency. 

... 

‘Something is not right...’ 

Watching that wing demon’s performance, Star Emperor and Force Emperor felt something was wrong. 

Their hearts suddenly palpitated as a whim flashed by. 

Force Emperor then looked at the army of demons when he found Versatile Demon Emperor who had 

revealed its original body as a disguised demon and Black Mountain Demon Emperor who was an iron-

armored demon emperor were sitting at the stem of the huge fleet of demons with faint weird and 

brutal sneer from over 300 miles away in the air. 

——It’s too late for you to realize it! 

... 

“No, why I cannot activate my battle formation. It feels being locked...” Qi Tai who felt being in an 

inferior position roared again with great shock and faint imperceptible panic. 

In the beginning, Qi Tai was pretty furious; after over 2 hours’ battle, he gradually became shocked by 

the wing demon, even a bit flurried. Not until then did he understand why Ye Guyu didn’t use his battle 

formation at the critical moment. 

“Nothing is impossible. This is the dark aiding strength that His Highness Demon Prince has carried since 

he was born. It’s able to seal all the four elements. Facing such great strength, any change of the four 

elements which could form battle formation would be locked in the space. Any supreme-level immortal 

general would not be able to use their battle formation once they were locked by Your Highness Demon 

Prince...” Versatile Demon Emperor said coldly as each of its words sounded like a heavy hammer that 

struck the hearts of over 100,000 human immortal generals and Qi Tai at the same time. 

‘Demon prince. That wing demon is a demon prince...’ At this moment, all the humans at present 

changed their faces, including Star Emperor and Force Emperor. 



In the hearts of all the human immortal generals across Motian Realm, the two words demon prince was 

like magic, which could always make them feel cold deep in hearts out of control. 

Chapter 1898: Being As Silent As Winter Cicadas 

 

People in Motian Realm didn’t know the whereabouts of the demon prince till now. Over the past tens 

of thousands of years, humans almost had not seen or heard about such demon generals before the 

appearance of each demon prince. They couldn’t get any intelligence about the demon prince at all. 

However, each demon prince could bring humans bloody rain or put humans and demons into a 

miserable situation. 

Undoubtedly, the most frightening feature of the demon princes was their power; instead of their 

brutality or craft! 

Each demon prince could easily overwhelm immortal generals or demon generals on their same levels 

before promoting to a demon emperor; additionally, they all mastered many incredible secret methods 

and abilities. 

Besides being powerful, the other frightening feature of demon princes was their great potential. 

Ordinary demon generals could barely promote to a demon emperor as that very few immortal generals 

could promote to immortal emperors. However, a demon prince could have more than 50% possibility 

to promote to a demon emperor. On average, at least one of each two demon princes could promote to 

powerful demon emperors and rattle humans’ cage. 

Watching the demon prince who had already taken the upper hand, all the humans felt seeing another 

demon emperor in the future. 

Watching the demon prince’s performance, Star Emperor squinted his eyes as a perilous light flashed 

across his eyes. He then took a look at Force Emperor... 

——How about... 

——If we move, Versatile Demon Emperor and Black Mountain Demon Emperor will move at the same 

time. We don’t have an opportunity to do that. Additionally, if we disrupt the combat, human immortal 

generals will feel shameless about it in front of demons in the following 1,000 years; the 100,000-odd 

human immortal generals will also lose their morality in fighting demons. If so, how could we protect 

our territory in Nine Heavens Big Domain? It’s just a battle. Humans could be defeated; however, we 

cannot be humiliated. Despite being broken into pieces, we should still keep our morality... 

Force Emperor didn’t speak. He just pulsed his mouth with a frown as his face became clear-cut like a 

steel sculpture. At the same time, he watched the combat with a resolute and icy expression. 

Star Emperor became silent too; because he knew that Force Emperor was right. Additionally, if they 

followed his risky whim, they might not kill the demon prince; instead, they might make it worse. 

What Versatile Demon Emperor said shocked Qi Tai pretty much. After knowing that he was fighting a 

demon prince and realizing that he couldn’t use his battle formation, Qi Tai’s attacking rhythm was 

completely disrupted by that demon prince. 



Watching this scene, over 100,000 human immortal generals became silent and looked gloomy. 

Right then, Force Emperor broke the silence in a muffled and domineering voice that reverberated 

around the entire battlefield. “Lord Lanling, if you kill the demon prince here today, Star Emperor and I 

promise to escort you all the way to the core of the Mountain Ruins and help you find the Nine Heavens 

Immortal Spring. If you fight the demon prince to death for humans, one of your sons could become my 

disciple. I promise to cultivate him to a supreme-level immortal general and reinvigorate Qi Clan!” 

After hearing Force Emperor’s words, over 100,000 human immortal generals became spirited at once; 

especially those supreme-level immortal generals in the army and those people beside Star Emperor and 

Force Emperor. When they saw the demon prince’s performance just now, they felt a bit scared; but 

now, that demon prince became different in the eyes of the public. The demon prince was dangerous; 

however, if someone could kill him, with the guarantee of Star Emperor and Force Emperor, he would 

have 50% of the possibility to promote to an immortal emperor. Dangers and opportunities always 

coexisted. 

“Hahaha, thanks, Your Majesty Force Emperor. If so, I will have no regret fighting the demon prince to 

death...” Lord Lanling’s voice reverberated around the battlefield. At this moment, although being in an 

inferior situation, Lord Lanling still maintained his style as the owner of an immortal palace. The hero’s 

boldness was indeed admirable. Over 100,000 human immortal generals instantly roared and cheered 

up for him, “Kill it! Kill it! Kill it!”... 

Among the cheers of the human army, a light flashed across Qi Tai’s body while a classic huge saber and 

the light&shade of a mountain range appeared behind him. Qi Tai then slashed at the light&shade of the 

mountain range by his saber and split it into two halves. Closely after that, the light&shade flashed into 

Qi Tai’s body. Then, Qi Tai’s saber suddenly became much sharper and more powerful, involving the 

demon prince into his saber light at a stroke. 

“Mountain-broken saber, it’s mountain-broken saber, I’ve not imagined that Lord Lanling has awakened 

the ancestral bloodline of mountain-broken saber...” Someone behind Star Emperor and Force Emperor 

exclaimed with excitement and surprise. 

Nobody knew that Lord Lanling had awakened this ancestral bloodline. All the human immortal generals 

widely opened their eyes as they expected to see Lord Lanling creating a marvel here. 

If Lord Lanling could kill the demon prince, nobody would be jealous of him when he acquired Nine 

Heavens Immortal Spring and promoted to an immortal emperor. 

However, in Qi Tai’s saber lights, a wisp of black qi suddenly appeared on the demon prince. Almost at 

the same time, the space around the demon prince started to rotate like an invisible swirl. As a result, Qi 

Tai and his saber light which almost covered demon prince just now immediately started to quiver like a 

boat being involved in turbulence and deviate the former direction. Qi Tai couldn’t control his saber light 

easily anymore... 

Watching this scene, the cheers of human army gradually faded. 

... 

One hour later... n𝓸𝑣𝑬-𝓵𝑩(1n 



Qi Tai lived up to his appellation of Lord Lanling. He exerted his full efforts and used all of his trump 

cards to fight demon prince from the sky to the ground, then from the ground back to the sky. His battle 

qi strikes were like thunders as his saber lights were like lightning bolts, which caused the space to 

change their colors. The landform on the battlefield was almost changed completely. The former prairie 

had already been full of crisscrossed gullies and couldn’t be recognized anymore... 

If Lord Lanling was just fighting an ordinary supreme-level demon general, he had long killed his 

opponent. 

However, the demon prince was unusual... 

When that wing demon slashed into the air by its black spike and pierced through the gap between the 

armor and the helmet of Qi Tai, it sent Qi Tai’s head flying away. The battlefield was in dead silence at 

once... 

The spike which had pierced into Qi Tai’s neck instantly disappeared. Closely after that, it stabbed into 

Qi Tai’s heart. At the same time, the wing demon released another spike that caught up with the head of 

Qi Tai who was still widely opening his eyes. With a boom, his head was exploded together with the rest 

of his body. The bloody light being full of a supreme-level immortal general’s surging battle qi and 

essential energy, qi and spiritual energy spread over the sky, leaving an over 2,000 m-long bloody 

rainbow in the sky. That was the last trace that Qi Tai left in this world. 

Qi Tai’s blue shiny battle armor had already been divided into several parts, which were floating in the 

air independently and became the demon prince’s booty. 

The human army of over 100,000 human immortal generals became quiet at once. 

The demon prince opened its mouth and sucked the remaining bloody rainbow in the sky into its mouth 

in an instant. 

It even burped. Red light was flying over its body as its eyes completely turned bloody with a bit 

demonic and brutal qi as if it had taken a great tonic. As a result, it became more powerful than before. 

“Who else?” the demon prince roared at the army of over 100,000 human immortal generals while it 

extended its wings and hammered its chest as if it was driven crazy. 

On this occasion, the army of over 100,000 human immortal generals became silent as the demon army 

was in uproars. 

All the supreme-level immortal generals and some immortal kings avoided the eyes of demon prince on 

purpose. 

Today, two supreme-level immortal generals had been killed by the demon prince. Lanling Immortal 

Palace... was already over... 

Nobody else would like to be the 3rd supreme-level immortal general to lose his life here... 

“Is there any real hero among humans? Dare you fight me to death? You’ve got so many immortal 

palaces and over 100,000 immortal generals. Don’t you have such a person? Dare anyone among you 

court death? Hahahaha...” The demon prince laughed aloud. 



Facing such a domineering demon prince, many human immortal generals felt desperate as their faces 

all turned ashy. This demon prince couldn’t be matched by ordinary supreme-level immortal generals 

any more; any supreme-level immortal general would be killed by it. On this level, demons had already 

gained an overwhelming victory... 

‘Can we defend our territory in Nine Heavens Big Domain?’ 

‘As long as this demon prince promotes to a demon emperor, it will...’ 

Humans were always variable. Among over 100,000 human immortal generals, some were furious and 

gnashing their teeth; some people’s eyes started to be hesitant; especially those who didn’t belong to 

Force Emperor Immortal Palace and Star Emperor Immortal Palace. 

“I will fight you...” 

All of a sudden, a firm and resolute voice reverberated in the sky of Deities Plain, which stopped the 

demon prince’s laugh at once. 

After hearing this voice, Versatile Demon Emperor’s smile also froze in an instant... 

When all the human immortal generals were looking for the source of this voice, Star Emperor and Force 

Emperor immediately fixated onto the back of the human army. 

A pair of golden feather wings had already appeared in the skyline like clouds hanging over the sky with 

wuthering wind and rumbling thunders! 

Under that pair of golden feather wings was a youth who was as innocent and flamboyant as before... 

Chapter 1899: Sweeping Over Demons (I) 

 

The golden king roc’s wings had been thousands of meters in length as they broke the sky in an imposing 

manner. When the king roc flew off, it soared up into the sky, shocking the universe! 

On the way towards Nine Heavens Big Domain, Zhang Tie gradually became two times faster than that 

when he left Mountain Ruins for Dragon Emperor Big Domain. Therefore, it took him half the time to 

finish the distance of over 500,000 miles. When he arrived there, he saw the Demon Prince killing Lord 

Lanling and demons’ morale soaring. At the same time, over 100,000 human immortal generals were in 

dead silence... 

At this critical moment, as a human, of course, Zhang Tie could not stand such great humiliation! 

“Let me try it...” 

Under the gaze of the two armies, two demon emperors, two immortal emperors and numerous 

powers, Zhang Tie flew over the human army from its back and landed in the battlefield being 10,000 m 

away from the Demon Prince above Deities Plain silently. Closely after that, he folded his golden wings 

and stood still as carefree as an immortal. 



Watching Zhang Tie flying over here, the Demon Prince stopped laughing. At the same time, it gazed at 

Zhang Tie with its bloody thorn-like eyes while releasing its strong black demonic qi. It couldn’t help 

giving out its surging fierce qi. 

Not knowing why, when it saw the beautiful and majestic king roc wings behind Zhang Tie, although the 

Demon Prince didn’t know who was Zhang Tie, it heard a voice from its inner heart. Therefore, its eyes 

became bloodier. It unfolded its wings to the greatest degree as if it wanted to scramble with Zhang Tie 

for the brilliance of their wings... 

‘Kill him. Kill him. Kill him. I must tear him into pieces. How could his feather wings be greater and more 

magnificent and beautiful than mine...’ 

Demons’ hearts were full of greed, enmity and envy. When it saw Zhang Tie’s king roc wings, it had 

determined to kill Zhang Tie as it stared at him. 

As for hundreds of thousands of human immortal generals and demon generals, after hearing that voice, 

most of them were looking for the source of the voice with shock. Unexpectedly, in the blink of an eye, a 

teenager at his 17s had shown up on the battlefield shockingly. After a short silence, humans and 

demons burst into uproars at a stroke——Who is he? How dare he challenge the Demon Prince? 

“Amazingly, Zhang Tie, you’re still alive. When you fought Six-Armed Demon Emperor outside Infinite 

Immortal Prison and fell inside it at the same time, we all thought that you had died...” Under whispers, 

Force Emperor’s voice reverberated across the battlefield. At the sight of Zhang Tie, even Force Emperor 

sighed with emotions. 

‘What? He’s Zhang Tie, the incumbent Dragon Emperor and the very person who came from another 

world and acquired the inheritance of Dragon Emperor? Hasn’t he died in the Mountain Ruins? How 

could he appear here?’ 

The noises on the battlefield disappeared at once. Not only humans, but even demon powerhouses 

were also greatly shocked with many questions in their hearts after knowing Zhang Tie’s identity. After 

Zhang Tie perished with Six-Armed Demon Emperor inside Infinite Immortal Prison, unavoidably, Zhang 

Tie’s name had aroused great attention among demons. n𝓸𝑣𝑬-𝓵𝑩(1n 

“I’ve survived from great danger!” Zhang Tie talked to Force Emperor aloud with a smile when everyone 

else could hear his voice, “Infinite Immortal Prison is not accessible for others; however, it means top 

treasure land for me; because I’m cultivating Infinite King Roc Sutra ...” 

After hearing that Zhang Tie had admitted that he was cultivating the legendary deity’s secret 

method Infinite King Roc Sutra , all the others were in hubbubs. None of them had imagined that Zhang 

Tie could admit that he was cultivating the legendary secret method. Therefore, those eyes on Zhang Tie 

became scorching as though he was being scorched by many invisible lenses. Those eyes contained 

greed, envy, passion, and shock, etc... 

Previously, the Demon Prince was staring at Zhang Tie with strong, fierce qi in its eyes; now its eyes 

were much more scorching. The wing demon couldn’t help sticking out of its tongue and licking its own 

lips. At the same time, its greedy and envious thoughts spewed out of his mind like a volcanic eruption. 

The Demon Prince couldn’t wait to have a try... 



In the demon army, Versatile Demon Emperor and Black Mountain Demon Emperor became more 

profound at a stroke as they were gazing at Zhang Tie. Versatile Demon Emperor’s eyes even flickered. 

Black Mountain Demon Emperor’s eyes contained endless greed and fierce intent. At the same time, the 

two demon emperors turned around and made silent communication with each other through eye 

contact... 

After cultivating Infinite King Roc Sutra, Zhang Tie might be powerful; however, he had not promoted to 

an immortal emperor. By contrast, the Demon Prince was always unrivaled on the same level. 

Therefore, the Demon Prince treated it as a good opportunity to make a meritorious deed... 

Under the gaze of so many people, Zhang Tie stayed calm and fearless. If a person who had suffered so 

many hardships and cultivated the most powerful secret method found that he couldn’t even defend 

the right to expose the fact to the public, the supreme secret method would just be a paradox, a joke, a 

trap... 

“Didn’t you acquire the inheritance from Dragon Emperor? Why do you cultivate Infinite King Roc 

Sutra now? Could you change your secret method and chakras by Infinite King Roc Sutra at your will?” 

Force Emperor asked out of curiosity. Of course, many onlookers had the same question. 

“King Roc was Kun 1 in water and Peng 2 in the sky. King Roc is always variable. By cultivating Infinite King 

Roc Sutra, one could casually mimic the other secret methods or chakras. After acquiring the inheritance 

of King Roc, of course, I could mimic the effect of Worldshocking Sutra ... Zhang Tie talked to Force 

Emperor calmly, “I’ve not imagined that I could see Your Majesty Force Emperor here. Before fighting 

the Demon Prince, I request Your Majesty to stop chasing Ying-Yang Sect and return freedom to them. 

Yin-Yang Sect has already collapsed. Only some females who had great moral integrity prefer to die 

rather than surrender to demons and collude with Dark Emperor Immortal Palace are under my 

protection. Given your prestige, you don’t have to exterminate this human sect which is still sticking to 

the responsibility and moral integrity of humans!” 

Force Emperor watched Zhang Tie for a short while. He had known the relationship between Zhang Tie 

and Yin-Yang Sect since Zhang Tie saved those immortal generals of Yin-Yang Sect in Cyanlotus City and 

exposed the conspiracy of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace; he was also crystal clear of the current 

situation facing Yin-Yang Sect. After hearing Zhang Tie’s request, Force Emperor soon nodded, “Sure, 

now that you’ve asked for that, the old scores between Force Emperor Immortal Palace and Yin-Yang 

Sect will be canceled off from now on. From now on, Force Emperor Immortal Palace will stop hunting 

the remnants of Yin-Yang Sect!” 

“Thanks, Your Majesty Force Emperor!” Zhang Tie said. After ending the old scores between Force 

Emperor Immortal Palace and Yin-Yang Sect, Zhang Tie looked straight into Star Emperor’s eyes frankly 

and continued, “As for the cities and land that Star Emperor Immortal Palace have encroached Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain these years, we will deal with it later!” 

“When you and Six-Armed Demon Emperor entered Infinite Immortal Prison, I thought you were already 

dead. Now that if you were dead, of course, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was not qualified to own 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain alone. Of course, those with greater moral integrity could share it. In 

Motian Realm, the rise and fall of immortal palaces are pretty normal. What Star Emperor Immortal 

Palace did was reasonable!” Star Emperor said calmly as he squinted at Zhang Tie with a faint smile, “If 



you could kill Demon Prince here, I will return 10 times more areas to you as my compensation. If you’re 

not able to make it... hahaha...” 

By contrast, Star Emperor was selfish. He was instigating Zhang Tie to fight the Demon Prince to death; 

even causing destruction to both sides. 

Zhang Tie was crystal clear of Star Emperor’s selfishness. However, he didn’t mean to argue with Star 

Emperor about it at this moment. Except for showing off his battle force, Zhang Tie could never win Star 

Emperor’s respect. 

Zhang Tie then revealed a disdainful smile... 

“Have you left your will?” the Demon Prince roared with endless madness, fierce intent, and bloody 

restlessness, “I’ve not imagined that I could kill Dragon Emperor besides Lord Lanling here...” 

Zhang Tie then turned around calmly. Watching Demon Prince over 10,000 m away, then the rigorous 

army of demon generals in the further distance and Versatile Demon Emperor and Black Mountain 

Demon Emperor in the demon army before letting out a deep sigh. ‘So many heads!’ 

“Are you so anxious for death?” 

“What?” The Demon Prince instantly released berserk qi. 

Zhang Tie then talked to the Demon Prince with a smile, “I mean you’re going to die...” Zhang Tie then 

raised his hands and displayed them in front of Demon Prince, “Before death, you’d better take a careful 

look at this pair of hand. After a short while, this pair of hands will tear your body into pieces and pull 

out of your heart. You will see how I crumb your heart by hand...” 

The Demon Prince instantly rushed towards Zhang Tie with a flash. At the same time, the spike shot 

towards Zhang Tie from 10,000 m away with a cold light as fast as a lightning bolt. 

The distance of 10,000 m was as short as a couple of steps between commoners for supreme-level 

immortal generals and demon generals. With one step forward, they would approach each other and 

enter the scope of the most ferocious close combat... 

“Watch out...” Some powerhouses beside Force Emperor couldn’t stand exclaiming at this moment. 

Because Zhang Tie had not even moved or released his protective battle qi when Demon Prince 

launched a strike. 

The black spike in the hand of Demon Prince tore the space and immediately approached Zhang Tie’s 

neck with a black cold light... 

Chapter 1900: Sweeping Over Demons (II) 

 

The Demon Prince’s first strike was so smooth that it couldn’t help becoming ecstatic when its black 

spike reached a few meters away from Zhang Tie. However, Zhang Tie didn’t even release his protective 

battle qi. That was nothing different than seeking death. 



The black spike in the Demon Prince’s hand was not ordinary, but a powerful earth-level immortal outfit, 

also a golden secret item. Although the black spike looked average, it could easily break through 

immortal outfits and battle armors, not to mention human bodies. Besides, the black spike had other 

powerful functions. It could enable the opponent to be weak by absorbing his qi, blood and energy. 

Additionally, it could transfer the opponent’s qi, blood and energy to his own body as a supplement. 

In this case, if the opponent was injured, the Demon Prince would become more and more powerful in 

the combat. As a result, the opponent would become weaker. 

This also explained why the Demon Prince became more powerful than before after killing Ye Guyu and 

Lord Lanling. It didn’t need any rest or take in a deep breath. To be honest, it was in its peak state. 

The black spike targeted at Zhang Tie’s fragile neck and throat. When the black spike approached Zhang 

Tie, the Demon Prince instantly saw a weird smile on Zhang Tie’s face. 

If the Demon Prince had fought Zhang Tie in Infinite Immortal Prison, it would never feel happy about 

Zhang Tie’s “slow response”, neither would it shorten the distance between it and Zhang Tie so easily 

and intended to carry out a close combat with Zhang Tie. The Demon Prince didn’t know Zhang Tie’s real 

terror at all. 

Those living beings who were killed by Zhang Tie in Infinite Immortal Prison would never tell the Demon 

Prince about how unimaginable was Zhang Tei’s physical strength. He was like a supervolcano which 

would erupt at any time. The only way to prevent itself from being submerged by the supervolcano was 

to stay far away from the volcano; instead of approaching it; not to mention approaching the steaming 

crater and looking downside there. 

The Demon Prince would realize it soon; however, when it realized it, it was too late... 

When it fought a powerhouse like Zhang Tie, one mistake would lead to death. There would never be 

another opportunity for it to make a new choice. 

The Demon Prince’s fatal strike didn’t target at Zhang Tie’s neck, but his heart. When he attacked Zhang 

Tie’s neck, he stabbed at Zhang Tie’s heart by another black spike silently from another direction. 

When he saw the black spike approaching his neck, Zhang Tie slightly tilted his head and avoided it. At 

the same time, he punched out. n.-𝔒-.𝓋)/𝓮--𝑳()𝐛(-I--n 

Zhang Tie’s iron fist didn’t aim at the neck of Demon Prince, but its arm which was targeting at Zhang 

Tie’s heart with a black spike in hand. 

Zhang Tie didn’t release his protective battle qi; because he wanted to shorten the distance between 

him and the Demon Prince to the minimal distance. 

The great physical strength of his iron fist plus the inertia of the wing demon could enable his iron fist to 

be more powerful and destructive in a short distance. 

The protective battle qi at the Demon Prince’s arm was relatively more fragile. 

Zhang Tie had long predicted all these. He just waited for the wing demon to confront with his iron fist... 



When Zhang Tie punched out, the wing demon changed its face immediately. In such a short moment, 

the wing demon couldn’t stop itself; therefore, it could only gnash its teeth and stab at Zhang Tie’s heart 

ferociously. 

At this moment, the Demon Prince even felt that Zhang Tie’s counter-attack was a bit absurd. It wanted 

to break Zhang Tie’s heart; however, the opponent wanted to hit its arm. No matter what, it wouldn’t 

suffer greater loss than Zhang Tie. If Zhang Tie punched at its head, it might defend Zhang Tie’s attack by 

adopting an emergency measure. As for the arm... 

When the wind demon’s black spike almost reached Zhang Tie’s heart, Zhang Tie suddenly put down 

another arm and clamped the black spike like how a pair of pincer pliers clamped a mosquito. As a 

result, the Demon Prince couldn’t move his spike even a bit. However, Zhang Tie’s fist had already hit 

the protective battle qi over the Demon Prince’s arm. 

“Bang...” A loud sound reverberated around the entire Deities Plain. 

Undoubtedly, the layer of protective battle qi was broken. Before the Demon Prince took its hand back, 

Zhang Tie had already caught the wing demon’s wrist firmly which was clamping its black spike. 

The wing demon was startled. Closely after that, it let go of the black spike; meanwhile, it rotated its 

wrist and caught Zhang Tie’s wrist firmly too. 

It was a counter-measure that Demon Prince used in such a close combat. No matter what tricks and 

attacking skills would Zhang Tie use in the next, the Demon Prince would not be in the lower hand. Any 

other powerhouse would take the same response like the Demon Prince on this occasion. 

However, the wing demon didn’t know that his response was the second fatal mistake that it had made 

in the combat between him and Zhang Tie. 

As for other supreme-level immortal generals, such a response was correct. However, as for Zhang Tie, 

its response was accelerating its death. 

When the wing demon caught Zhang Tie’s wrist, it started to release its battle qi crazily. It wanted to 

transfer its battle qi into Zhang Tie’s body through Zhang Tie’s wrist. At least, it wanted to offset the 

battle qi that Zhang Tie wanted to transfer into its body. 

However, amazingly, when it tried to transfer its battle qi into Zhang Tie’s body, it found that its battle qi 

was isolated by Zhang Tie’s skin as if it was holding an iron plate or a piece of extremely fine metal which 

could hardly be invaded by people’s battle qi. 

‘What the hell!’ 

The Demon Prince almost cried out. What was more shocking was that Zhang Tie didn’t release his 

battle qi; neither did he transfer his battle qi into the Demon Prince’s body. 

How could the incumbent Dragon Emperor not know how to use such a simple combat skill? 

‘Impossible...’ 

“Good boy...” Zhang Tie said as he grinned towards the Demon Prince. 



The Demon Prince didn’t know what trick Zhang Tie was going to play; now that Zhang Tie didn’t adopt 

this effective attacking skill, it would never show mercy on Zhang Tie. With a fierce fleer, Demon Prince 

stabbed at Zhang Tie’s eyes with the black spike by another hand after the first unsuccessful strike... 

At this moment, many immortal generals in human army felt their hearts almost jump out of their 

throats. Even Force Emperor was worried about Zhang Tie. 

Now that the Demon Prince could kill Ye Guyu and Lord Lanling consecutively, its battle force and 

reflexes were already the best among supreme-level immortal generals. Even Force Emperor didn’t 

know why Zhang Tie adopted such a dangerous movement. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie finally moved. 

He slightly pulled the Demon Prince’s hand towards one side of him. Due to the change of relative 

positions, the Demon Prince’s body tilted as it failed the second strike. 

Closely after that, before the Demon Prince launched out the third strike, Zhang Tie had already 

launched his fatal strike. The Demon Prince finally understood why Zhang Tie caught its wrist and 

appraised him “good boy” when it caught Zhang Tie’s wrist... 

Rice was good; however, when one ate too much rice, he would die too; because his digestive system 

couldn’t hold more rice. 

Iron wires and steel bars had strong tension and could barely be broken. However, when the strength 

which was applied to the iron wire or the steel bar surpassed their bearing capacity, the iron wire or the 

steel bar would be broken. Even steel rails, bridges or edifices would be broken in similar situations. 

A truck that could hold two tons of goods would definitely be destroyed if let it carry 100 tons. 

All the objects in the world could bear limited stress. So were humans and demons. 

Some experienced snake-catchers didn’t need to pinch the location of the heart of a viper; instead, they 

only held the viper’s tail and quivered it adroitly. In an instant, the viper would feel weak all over and 

couldn’t move anymore. They didn’t have to use too much force when they quivered the viper. If they 

beat the viper with the same force, they wouldn’t even kill the viper or even hurt it heavily. On that 

occasion, the viper might even give you a bite and kill you. Why could they cause the viper to stay still 

only after quivering its body? Because when you quivered it, the viper’s tendons, bones and muscles 

couldn’t bear such sharp twists in a short period of time. Vipers couldn’t do such a movement 

themselves. Now that vipers couldn’t do it themselves, it indicated that their body couldn’t bear the 

outcome of such heavy twists. 

When powerhouse fought each other, they usually depended on their strength, which was the most 

straightforward and average from of strike! 

Even boorish fellows fought each other by strength! 

People couldn’t realize off-hand strike by pure strength like battle qi. 

Pure strength couldn’t lead to too many brilliant battle skills. Those brilliant battle skills could bewilder 

people and enhance their attacking efficiency; however, if battle skills couldn’t increase one’s strength, 

all the strikes would be superfluous and useless. 



Strength was pure, ordinary and natural just like air beside everyone and people’s shadow which always 

appeared with light. 

The extreme strength was close to the universal law! 

Universal law was right under one’s foot and beside people. Universal law was within reach. Universal 

law existed with people. 

The most powerful one was also the most average. The most average was also the most irresistible. 

All the brilliant battle skills and powerful attacking skills became average and exposed their natures in 

Zhang Tie’s hand. 

Now that he was close to universal law, he could certify the universal law with pure strength. Universal 

law was with him! 

After pulling Demon Prince to one side, Zhang Tie pushed and twisted it smoothly like flowing clouds 

and water without any light&shadow effect. Everything looked peaceful. 

However, through the two simplest movements, Zhang Tie transferred his overwhelming force as 

powerful as the ocean and volcano to its body through the Demon Prince’s wrist. He made full use of 

Demon Prince’s response and realized the best effect. 

It was not a strike, but a transfer! 

All the attacking means could be dissolved, intercepted or weakened by protective battle qi except the 

transfer of pure strength. 

When Zhang Tie generated the strength, he transferred it to the Demon Prince’s body at the same time. 

It was Zhang Tie’s full strength, plus his current terrifying explosiveness brought by spike shrimps which 

was hundreds of times greater than his original explosiveness... 

Did Demon Prince have such great strength? 

Of course not, even after it promoted to a demon emperor. 

Did Demon Prince have such great explosiveness? 

Neither. 

Now that it didn’t have such great strength and explosiveness, it couldn’t bear them. If it had to bear 

them, it must suffer an irresistible, destructive outcome. 

At this moment, the Demon Prince’s protective battle qi, the myriad of secret methods and powerful 

battle skills, high level became useless. Because Zhang Tie was not attacking it but transferring his pure 

strength to it. It could never refuse or avoid it. The great strength of Zhang Tie was testing its tendons, 

bones, blood, meridians, muscle fibers, blood vessels, joints, skin, even guts. 

It was bearing the total strength of Six-Armed Demon Emperor, Zhang Tie and the explosiveness from 

spike shrimps. 



The former were added with each other; however, the third aspect should be multiplied by the addition 

of the former two. 

In a split second, the Demon Prince had started to explode from its wrist to its elbow, then its shoulder, 

chest, lower abdomen, legs, neck and head. Each piece of bone, tendon, meridian, blood vessel, muscle 

fibers were destroyed by that terrifying strength as they were connected to each other. 

It was the most tragic punishment in the world. With the Demon Prince’s earth-shaking wails, its body 

started to blow up into pieces in the eyes of hundreds of thousands of humans and demon generals inch 

by inch. 

“Bang...” Under the Demon Prince’s wail, Zhang Tie punched through its chest. When his hand came out 

of the wing demon’s back, it was holding the Demon Prince’s beating heart. 

Zhang Tie took his hand back and crumbed its heart into pieces right in front of the Demon Prince... 

At this moment, all the humans and demons over Deities Plain were in dead silence... 

 


